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This Excel file contains a list of all the issues that were resolved for the 
Voyager 9.0 release March 2014.

See the List of Resolved Issues worksheet.

General documentation for this release:
http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com 

http://www.customercenter.exlibrisgroup.com/
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Summary Release Notes Comments Component/s
ACQ rte 9 when copy a vendor code then 
click on Other Charges

Minor Windows timing adjustment. Acquisitions

ANA: Cross Join Error when use ELink 
query subject

Elink query subject should no longer 
cause a Cross Join Error in query studio 
when combined with other namespaces 
(Bib, MFHD, Item)

Analyzer

ANA: Cross Join Error when use query 
subject Item Barcode

Created relationships between the Item 
Barcode query subject and other query 
subjects ( AllCharges, Archived Charges, 
Outstanding Charges ) within the Charge 
Transactions namespace within the 
Presentation Layer to prevent crossjoin 
errors between those query subjects

Analyzer

ANA: Filtering with Type in Values does 
not work with Cataloging Package MFHD 
Location filters

Working correctly in 9.0. Analyzer

ANA: MFHD Update Date filter does not 
provide date range in Query Studio

Fixed the following query items in the 
MFHD Record query subject in the 
presentation layer in order to display 
correct date range prompts. 
MFHD Create Date 
MFHD Update Date 
MFHD Export OK Date 
MFHD Export Date

Analyzer

ANA: Report Studio 8.X in Firefox gives 
"404 - Not Found"

Cognos 10.2.1 resolves issues with 
Firefox browser

Analyzer

ANA: Unable to filter by Bib Medium Updated the cataloging model to allow 
proper filter prompt for Bib_Medium in 
the Bib Medium presentation layer.

Analyzer
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ANA: prompting does not work in Query 
Studio for Cataloging package

Catalog Package query items updated 
within various namespaces in the 
presentation layer to improve prompting 
at the reporting level (Query/Report 
Studio)

Analyzer

Acq: Shortcuts to open Bindery 
Maintenance not working

New Complex Publication Pattern 
erroneously contained two short cut 
keys: b and P: b conflicted with Bindery 
Maintenance and P would have 
conflicted with New Publication Pattern 
had it not have been captured by the b 
first. 
The solution was to leave B for Bindery 
Maintenance, leave P for Publication 
Pattern and change the short cut key for 
New Complex Publication Pattern to x.

Acquisitions

BULK: Barcode added to incorrect 
records

Clear out the bulk import item barcode 
from the processing of previous record 
when processing the next record

Bulk Import

BULK: BulkImport only deletes first 
holdings record

When invoking bulkimport with -r (delete 
MFHD) option, skip the MFHD can't 
delete because of attachement and 
delete the next MFHD. 
When the system is read only or other 
than attachment failure (e.g. database 
error), the delete will not continue to next 
one. 
Note that load MFHD (-m) and delete 
MFHD (-r) option can't not be issued 
together per existing logic. 
Therefore, the existing logic for load 
MFHD will not be changed. In load 
MFHD's attempt of deleting MFHD prior 
to loading MFHD, if there is an error of 
deleting a MFHD, the load MFHD 
operation will not continue.

Bulk Import, Cataloging

Blank pop up charge note results in error Working correctly in 9.0. Media Scheduling
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CAT/WebV : Content Limit does not find 
valid records

Use the limit passed in from client to 
process carrier, content, and media limit

Cataloging, OPAC

CAT: "Print Selected" prints MFHD Loc 
instead of Item Perm Loc

Fix was to use the item permanent 
location in the printing code instead of 
the holding location when printing the 
item details.

Cataloging

CAT: Overlaying brief with full bib causes 
record to not be found in limit

Solution: Update the limit mapping as if 
there was no previous bibliographic 
record. Treat this limit map update as a 
new addition. 

Cataloging, OPAC

CAT: copying a heading from Browse 
Headings Search copies the last heading 
copied to the clipboard

Clear the clipboard before loading it up 
with new data from the headings browse 
results.

Cataloging

CAT: default item type doesn't allow 
reset to blank to force it to pull it from 
SysAdmin

Allow the user to set the "Item Type" on 
the "Item Defaults" tab of the "Session 
Defaults and Preferences" dialog to 
empty, as can already be done for other 
"Item Defaults". If that "Item Type" is 
empty, then use the "Initial Item Type" for 
the location in the Cataloging Policy in 
SysAdmin.

Cataloging

CAT: space between delimiter & subfield 
causes subfield to disappear

A subfield delimeter followed by a blank 
now triggers a validation error provided 
the MARC Validation option is in effect.

Cataloging

CAT:"Enum"&"Chron" replaces actual 
numeric values when re-sequencing item 
records

If the user clicks in the area below the 
last row as the target of the move, the 
last row is implied.

Cataloging

CAT:"unable to add this record" 
message when attempting to update 
authority record

Cannot be replicated. Cataloging

CIRC: Clicking proxy patron barcode 
elipsis gives RTE 440 and 381

This feature is working correctly in 9.0. Circulation

CIRC: Item sort shows information for 
wrong item

The correct information now displays for 
each selected item selected after a re-
sort has been performed by clicking on 
the column header.

Circulation
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CIRC: Patron SSNs display in "multiple 
patrons" from "Charge screen"

Check SSN display security before 
showing the SSN when multiple patrons 
have the same barcode and the operator 
must choose one from the list.

Circulation

CIRC:charging an item with an existing 
administrative hold does not warn 
operator

Fixed as a part of the Voyager 9 project 
"Hold should create block to prevent item 
from being charged to another patron".

Circulation

Cat: Byte 32 no longer changing to 
correct value in Unicode for auth rec

A new Authority control dll ensures that 
the value "n" is placed in byte 32 of the 
008 of a newly created authority record if 
the latter is for a 110 or 710 heading 
overriding any value present in the 
template if one is used. 
If no template is used, "n" being the 
default value, is placed in that position. 
The new dll is version 3.2.0.147.

Cataloging

Details tab - data entered does not 
display in Patron Record List

Working as designed. Circulation

GDC: Scan to Exclude does not add 
records to set

Working as designed. GDC

INDEX: 654H LAN index has invalid 
subfield

Corrected the 654H indexrules by 
removing the x subfield.

Indexing/Regen, Various

Index on Authority 377 field has been 
defined incorrectly

Updates the index rules from SR=a to 
S+=al as specified. 

Note if the A77A was previously defined 
by a customer, the upgrade script will log 
the previous definition for troubleshooting 
later.

Indexing/Regen

InterCirc/NCIP unable to process item 
barcodes containing special characters

Do not normalize the item barcode 
(which strips the special character) prior 
to using the item barcode to retrieve item 
data from the item_barcode table.

NCIP, Voyager InterCirc
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MEDIA: Incorrect availability when 
booking is Charged but not Scheduled

Check charged status first to determine if 
the item is available or not

Media Scheduling, Z39.50

MS: Cannot modify bookings This is working correctly in 9.0. Media Scheduling
MS: an overlapping booking should show 
the date of the conflicting booking and 
not the last date entered

Use the date/time of the booking that 
had a conflict with another booking when 
displaying the error message.

Media Scheduling

MS: if a media item is in a booking with 
others, it still shows as scheduled after 
discharge

This is working correctly in 9.0. Media Scheduling

MS:Bookings sort incorrectly by end date A "date" property had to be applied to the 
end date column to allow it to sort 
correctly.

Media Scheduling

MS:Database Media Error when try to 
book item with Lost status

This is working correctly in 9.0. The 
appropriate warning is displayed and the 
operator may choose to proceed or to 
cancel adding the media item.

Media Scheduling

MS:Media scheduling crashes when 
calendar has 12:0x AM start time

Added logic to handle times between 
12:00 and 12:09 AM in the calendar.

Media Scheduling

MS:Schedule Monitor-Conflict Resolution 
& Warning has information for all 
bookings currently charged and not for 
bookings with potential upcoming 
conflicts

This works correctly in 9.0. Media Scheduling

MS:cannot edit an equipment serial 
number which was created with more 
than 15 characters

This was fixed in an earlier release. Media Scheduling

MS:rte 381 invalid array or property index 
error message when deleting equipment 
from search

Cannot replicate in 9.0. Media Scheduling

MS:view only operator cannot see full 
details of media item on booking

The Media Items display on the Media 
tab of a booking, need not be disabled 
just because the operator has view only 
permissions. All the information about 
the item is now viewable by using the 
horizontal scrollbar.

Media Scheduling
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MS:view/add/update bookings can also 
cancel/delete

The correct permission is now checked 
to enable/disable the delete/cancel 
buttons on the toolbar of the booking 
form.

Media Scheduling

Media Booking Equipment Inventory 
Reports : default list/replacement price is 
wrong

Format the equipment value before 
writing it to the inventory report.

Media Scheduling, Various

Media:boolean searching does not 
retrieve results.

Boolean searching is now working 
correctly.

Media Scheduling, Various

Modify Due Date Time defaults to AM 
Between 12:00PM and 1:00PM

Fixed in the client. Circulation

ODBC : BIB_ID data type inconsistent The bib_id data type is now consistent 
with the definition of bib_id in other 
tables.

Prepackaged Access Reports

ODBC:New tables not linked to 
VoyagerTables in reports.mdb

Fixed as part of a Voyager 9 project. Prepackaged Access Reports

Patron Update (XML) is adding Expire 
and Purge dates with midnight date 
stamp

Use the current date time (hour, minute, 
and second) to add to the import expire 
and purge date to import patron record in 
the database.

XML Patron Update

Pick and Scan: if a location name is 
made up of dashes only, the permanent 
location id of the item is set to 0

Modified the way in which the controls 
are loaded.

Various

SA: Error when updating IP ranges in 
Access Control groups

This is working correctly in 9.0. System Administration

SA: Initial Default Item Type uses 
previous location

A default item type is required. If a 
Cataloging Policy location does not have 
a default item type when selected in 
Sysadmin, the user will be warned when 
opening the policy and the item type 
dropdown will not have anything selected 
for that location. The user will not be 
permitted to save such policy until a 
default has been selected. When 
selecting locations for a new policy, the 
dropdown will default to the first item 
type as per current functionality.

Cataloging, System Administration
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SA:save button not active for databases 
with underscore characters

An underscore is not allowed in the 
database code field and the user is 
prevented from typing it in.

System Administration

SEARCH: Suppressed MFHD not 
indicated in Holdings Index

Check a holdings specific flag for 
suppression when displaying a holdings 
result set.

Cataloging

Tomcat Webvoyage does not display 
multiple 006 fields.

Display multiple 006 and 007 fields for 
display, print, and export

Various

UB / RESTful API: stub patron data 
deleted on renewal

Pass patron info through RESTFul API to 
create stub record correctly with patron 
type code and last name.

Universal Borrowing

Voy/Primo: Requests timeout on large 
number of items

Modify patron request code to implement 
a "hierarchy of needs", since VWEBV 
needs lots of information about requests, 
and OvP needs much less, and how 
much less also depends on whether OvP 
is displaying URL links to requests,or 
sufficient data to create a patron request 
from Primo. This fix takes care of the 
slowness of the Record resource 
services when there are many items and 
patron data is included in the service call. 
A previous fix covered the patron request 
services themselves. 

No configuration or file changes. 

OvP

Voyager 8.2 API documentation for 
SysAdmin is incomplete

Add missing return for UpdAcqGpLoc. 
Update return code for AddLoc and 
UpdLoc for location code already existed 
and location name already existed.

API, Documentation, System 
Administration

WebAdmin: Circjob 44 runs for all patron 
groups only

Restored ability to select patron group. WebAdmin

WebVoyage: Item locs differing from 
mfhd loc don't always display

Update retrieve item locations logic to 
not always assume the first item will 
share MFHD location.

OPAC
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WebVoyage: Some headings do not 
appear at all in WebVoyage browse

Removed some bad logic. WebVoyage

cat:byte 11 changing from MESH to 
LCSH for authorities

If a template is being used to create an 
authority record, the values in the 008 of 
the resulting record will be those of the 
template. A new authority control dll is 
required.

Cataloging

catjob: could not retrieve 
heading.heading_type and job stops

Changed the error reporting process for 
heading_types so that a missing 
heading_type is logged but does not 
terminate reports 1-4. Optimized the SQL 
queries in jobs 1-4 to improve the 
efficiency of gathering data and speed up 
the reporting.

Catjob

circ:Keyword Holding Boolean search 
does not retrieve items

Corrected the column number used to 
retrieve the MFHD id from the selected 
title.

Circulation

circ:patron address edit hot key 
duplicated

Corrected a short cut key on the patron 
address tab to be unique for that tab.

Circulation
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